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USER AND GROUP OPERATIONS 

Users are authorized based on user groups. New user or new group can be created on this screen. The user 
can belong to more than one group. Authorization editing operation can be performed independently from 
the authorizations given in the group or from the group. Screen permissions; it can be limited by the 
transaction authorizations on the screen. Unit powers; Information on which units will be authorized can 
be arranged. Terminal privileges; Which operation authorizations at which terminals can be limited. 
Territory powers; Information on which regions will be authorized can be arranged. Selection box 
privileges; The powers of commonly used components can be edited.

UNIT

The company and the department information of the company are defined. A hierarchical structure can be 
defined as firm, department, sub-division, and up to n units. Personnel operate through these units.



POSITION

Position It is ensured that the positions of the company are defined hierarchically. Positions between 
managers and employees are determined. It creates the organizational chart of the company with the unit 
definitions.

STAFF

It is the screen where the employees in the company will be defined. It is mandatory that every personnel 
to be identified be placed in the unit and position. Thus, the qualification of the identified personnel is 
automatically known by the system. For the "Security System", the qualification that the personnel is 
"Security Officer" is also given here.



DEFINITIONS OF PATROL TOUR SYSTEM

Defining a Zone

The firm may have branches or sub-companies / institutions in more than one zone, city. In this case, "Zone
identification" is made to distinguish between staff and tours. Identified points, events and tours are 
associated with the area.

While defining the zone, the "Guardian" who will work in that zone should also be selected and the 
"Responsible person" should also be appointed.

POINT IDENTIFICATION 

While defining the tour, "Point definition" is made to indicate which points will be selected.

When defining a point, we need to choose which region the point is in. In addition, the "Point Id" field is 
the Id information on the card or other materials in the relevant place.



GUARD KEY IDENTIFICATION 

It is the key information given to the security guards to use during the tour. A key can be given to different 
people between certain dates.

DEFINE TOUR

The tours that the security guards will take are defined. The tour to be defined, tolerance and time 
information, region, time, who will go on these tours (security guard information), point information and 
period are defined.

The sequence information provided when defining point information is important. Because the security 
guard is expected to go on tours at this time.



EVENT IDENTIFICATION 

When defining an event, we need to select the region to which that event belongs.

SMARTPEN IDENTIFICATION 

A separate number is given for each Smartpen.

When defining an item, it is important to define the type of the pen correctly. Communication with the 
computer is provided according to this type. Also, while transferring data from the Smartpen to the 
system, we can give some default settings. Such as deleting records after transferring or overwriting 
deleted records.



SMARTPEN / TERMINAL OPERATIONS 

After connecting the pen to the computer, the data inside the Smartpen will be listed and can be saved. In 
addition, after connecting to the pen; item number, time updates can be made. The data in the item is 
listed first. Thus, if the user has information about the points and keys to be added, after adding them to 
the system, the records can be taken into the system.

REPORTS

Base reports are defined in the application. User can create or delete custom reports based on these 
reports. Group and bottom totals of the generated reports can be taken as Excel output.




